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Introduction 
This report summarizes a Resonant Fatigue Test performed on 7” OD, 26.00 ppf, P-110 Casing 

finished with GB CD (Casing Drilling) Connections.  The test was performed to determine fatigue life of 

this casing/connection combination in a test frame simulation of rotating through a 14º per 100-ft. build 

section.  Testing was performed to destruction on two samples. 

The Operator calculated the maximum anticipated rotational life of connections in their application was 

about 400,000 cycles.  This test was performed to demonstrate that the GB CD Connections would 

provide an operational life exceeding these requirements with a factor of safety. 

Sample Description 

Two test specimens were prepared for this test.  Casing was from Rocky Mountain Steel Mills and GB 

CD Couplings were pulled from GB Tubulars’ inventory manufactured by Lincoln Manufacturing.  

Instead of pulling couplings at random, individual pieces were gauged to find parts with thread crest 

diameters on the high and low sides of the tolerance band. 

The sample joint was cut into four pup joints, each with a length of 87±1.5 in.  These lengths were 

designed to yield an assembled test specimen of proper length for easy achievement of the target 

mean stress and amplitude range (0 psi ±21,364 psi; ~19.4% of nominal P-110 yield strength) in the 

Stress Engineering Load Frame. 

Pin threads were machined at 10-4 Tubulars.  Thread crest diameter tolerances were specified to yield 

connections tending toward “high” and “low” interference. 

Make-Break Testing 

Make-Break Testing was performed at 10-4 Tubulars using the same equipment typically used for 

production of casing for Drilling with Casing applications.  All assemblies were performed horizontally.  

For each sample assembly, the mill side was made up to position following normal production 
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procedures.  Mill makeups were performed with the pup joint locked in the backup chucks and the 

coupling was gripped and turned by the makeup chucks.  Final mill makeup position (aiming to nominal) 

was determined with the use of the GB Tubulars mill makeup gauge. 

 

Field makeups were performed gripping pipe to pipe to simulate actual field makeup.  This first field 

makeup was designed to determine shoulder torque with a manual dump having the goal of applying 

minimum delta torque.  Since the torque spikes exceedingly fast after shoulder engagement, manually 

limiting delta torque is difficult.  However, experience has shown that data collected from the first 

assembly is a good guide for all subsequent assemblies using the same equipment, machined parts 

from the same runs, etc.  Under these circumstances the first mill makeup shouldered at 4,800 ft-lbs 

and had a total torque of 15,014 ft-lbs. and therefore a high delta torque of 10,214 ft-lbs.  This data was 

used for all later field makeups. 

 

The procedure called for determining the shoulder torque on the first makeup.  Subsequent field 

makeups were performed with target torques as follows: 

 2nd field makeup:  aim to first field makeup shoulder torque + 10%; set dump valve. 

 Final Field makeup:  to torque used in second field makeup + 5%; set dump valve 

 

All samples had 2 makeups and breakouts on the field side followed by final makeup.  The mill side did 

not creep during any field makeup.  

 

The threads were carefully examined after each breakout.  In all cases, pin and box threads were in 

excellent condition.  No field dressing was required and all threads were made up as-is after cleaning, 

visual inspection, and re-application of thread compound. 
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Figure 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Resonant Fatigue Testing 

Fatigue Tests were performed at Stress Engineering Services using one of their Resonant Fatigue Test 

Frames.  Samples were tested separately with 200 psi internal pressure.  Failure is defined as a 

pressure drop (leak) and/or material fracture. 

Results were consistent under these test circumstances.  Both samples failed with a fracture in the 

runout pin threads just inside the coupling face.  Sample 1 failed at 799,085 cycles and Sample 2 failed 

at 812,224 cycles.  Figure 2 shows the results extracted from the Stress Engineering Test report plotted 

against the mean BS 7608 B Curve. 

 

 

Pup 36-1 to Cplg 36 Side A 

Pup 36-2 to Cplg 36 Side B 
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Figure 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fatigue Test Results show good correlation with published data for this material.  As such, one can 

readily extrapolate along the curve for other stress ranges to get a predicted fatigue life, therefore using 

the lowest number of cycles to failure of 799,085 from this test, one would allow for a maximum field 

working life of 665,900 cycles.  Assuming 100 rpms average rotating speed while drilling with casing, 

that equates to about 110 rotating hours at this build rate.  
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Conclusion 

This test demonstrates the advantage of the fatigue resistant, triple-taper design employed in the GB 

Drilling with Casing Connections and more specifically the GB CD Connection.  Through the use of 

multiple tapers over the threaded region of the coupling, local bearing stresses imparted at makeup are 

lower than those imparted during makeup of API BTC or other modified buttress threaded connections.  

As a result, these GB Connections have significantly improved fatigue life making them ideally suited 

for Drilling with Casing/Drilling with Liner and other applications where casing may have to be rotated to 

aid string advancement. 

 

A secondary benefit of reduced local bearing pressures is significantly improved field repeatability and 

galling resistance. 

 

Overall, the connections in this test performed beyond expectations and have proven suitable for 

directional Drilling with Casing/Drilling with Liner under controlled circumstances. 

 


